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Abstract 
A camera calibrating method based on local linearization technology is proposed to resolve the existing problems 
with calibration of 2-D image measuring system. A regression matrix is used to describe the linear camera model, 
which makes the computation course simply greatly, avoids computing the redundant parameters. Images are divided 
to pieces and in each piece a specific H is used to improve precision. Theoretical analysis and experimental results 
show this method is easy and accurate and has strong practicality. 
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1. Introduction 
Camera is the main tool for computer vision system to obtain three-dimensional original information. 
The position of each point on the images obtained by the camera corresponds with the geometric position 
of the corresponding surface point of the object. The relationship between them is determined by the 
camera imaging geometry whose parameter is called camera parameters. These parameters need to be 
determined by experiment and this process is called camera calibration. Since a camera is not an ideal 
linear model, we always need to create complex camera model to obtain a higher accuracy. The current 
calibrating methods are Linear method(DAINIS A 1985), nonlinear optimization method, two-step 
system(TSAI 1986), X-plane(Martin H A 1981), neural network calibration(Liu Hong-jian 2004 and 
Dong-Min 2009) and so on. 
For the applications of objects localization and image measurement on two-dimensional plane, scholars 
have proposed some simple and practical calibrating methods. Wang Jianmin, Harbin Institute of 
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Technology, proposed a calibrating method with grid of parallel lines (2000), Liu Lishuang, Tianjin 
University, used dual-frequency laser to calibrate the two-dimensional image measurement system (2005). 
These methods have a high calibration precision, but sophisticated equipments are needed or complex 
algorithms are used to calculate the internal and external camera parameters. This paper proposes a simple 
camera calibrating method based on local linearization technology. Firstly, a linear imaging model is 
established, and a regression matrix H is used to describe the imaging process from the image coordinates 
to the real world coordinates, which simplified the calculation process and avoids calculating of the 
unnecessary parameters. Then, the image is set into several units. The world coordinates of the target 
point is calculated by the regression matrix of its unit. The imaging error is broken down into each 
imaging unit corresponding with the target point, which effectively reduces the effect of the nonlinearity 
error caused by the factors such as lens distortion, and improve the measurement accuracy as well. 
2. Camera Calibrating Method Based on Local linearization Technology 
2.1. Linear imaging model 
In computer vision system, the projection of the real world coordinates to the image coordinates is 
shown as Fig.1 
Fig.1. perspective transformation model 
The correspondence between space objects and imaging is determined by geometric model of the 
camera imaging. Assume the camera model is ideal perspective transformation model. Without 
considering the lens distortion, in the two-dimensional image system (without considering z coordinate of 
the target point) the coordinate of corresponding points on the tested plane can be expressed as a linear 
combination of the image point coordinate. 
i iP Hp                                                                               (1) 
Where ( , ,1)i wi wiP x y  is the homogeneous world coordinate of the ith point on the tested plane. 
[ , ,1]i i ip u v  is the homogeneous pixel coordinates of the corresponding image points. 
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There are 9 undetermined parameters in H and it can be calculated by least square method. The 
formula is: 
1( )T TH W Q Q Q                                                                     (2) 
Where W and Q are 3 Nu  (N>3) matrix, whose ith row represents the world coordinates and image 
pixel coordinates of the ith scaling point. 
2.2.  Local linearization of imaging 
 Because the camera lens is composed of multi small pieces, the optical system is not an ideal 
perspective model, and model errors exist. there are different degrees of nonlinear deformation on two-
dimensional image. Meanwhile, there could be quantization error because of the unsteadiness of camera 
imaging process and low image resolution. Then complicated nonlinear relationship exists between the 
target points and image points on the image. This makes the results of its true value calculated deviations. 
In order to reduce these errors, camera image is set into several units and the imaging process of each unit 
is treated as a separate linear model. Make a calibration target as shown in Fig.2: 
Fig.2. calibration template 
Define each square area on the figure as an imaging unit, whose regression matrix can be determined 
by image coordinate and world coordinate of the four corners of the square according to formula(2). The 
world coordinates of each corner on the figure are: 
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Where [ 1]Tij wij wijP X Y 
The pixel coordinates of each corresponding point can be determined by the image processing: 
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Where [ 1]Tij ij ijp u v 
Thus, camera calibration can be solved by simply logging calibration matrix W and Q. For each tested 
points, just find out the imaging unit where it is in Q, and calculate the regression matrix of the imaging 
unit, then obtain the world coordinate by formula (1). The denser the scaling points are, the smaller range 
the single imaging unit covers, and the more accurate the system achieves. 
3.  Simulation of  the measurement error for  local  linearization  method 
The purpose of local linearization is reducing the overall system error, and it is independent of a single 
impact of the source on measurement. In order to test the accuracy of the method, compare the simulation 
of imaging model only considering the first order radial imaging error.  this model: 
2 1
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                                                                      (5) 
Where  ,d dx y  is the coordinate of characteristic points in the world coordinate system,  ,u ux y is the 
ideal world coordinates of  characteristic points under the linear model without considering distortionˈk
is the first order radial distortion coefficient. Divide the simulation model into several units using a square 
grid. Then substitute four corner points coordinates of each imaging unit into formula(2), and the 
regression matrix H of the imaging unit is obtained. Thus, the world coordinate of any point on this 
imaging unit can be obtained through formula (1).At this time, the coordinate error of the tested point is: 
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Define the error: 
 2 2x yG V V                                                                         (7) 
Let k=0.01, and set the side length of the square grid from 10mm to 80mm. Matlab is used to calculate 
the error distribution of model points. Fig.3-6 shows the results. The theory error of the model increases 
with the increase of the unit side length. The accuracy achieves 0.0001mm when the side length is 10mm, 
0.01mm when the side length is 80mm. It shows the effectiveness of this method. In practical application, 
we can get the required accuracy as long as the unit is divided by reasonable. 
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Fig.3.error distribution with side length of 10mm                                   Fig.4.error distribution with side length of 20mm     
                         
Fig.5.error distribution with side length of 40mm                                                Fig.6.error distribution with side length of 80mm     
4. Analysis of experiments and results 
A 616 pixelsu467 pixels UNIQ camera is chosen in the experiment. The calibration target as shown 
in Fig.1 with the square side length 20mm is used, and the distance between the target and the camera is 
600mm. 532 feature points are get in the camera view of about 280u180mm. Calculate the calibration 
matrix W and Q using them, then measure the distance between numbers of corner points on the target, 
and compare them with the real value. Chart 1 shows the results 
Chart 1 measurement results                             unit: mm 
group the first point 
coordinates 
the end point 
coordinates 
standard
distance 
measuring
distance 
error 
the first 
group
105.9877ˈ126.7468 105.4671ˈ136.743 10 10.01 -0.01 
105.9877ˈ126.7468 155.9033ˈ129.2576 50 49.979 0.021 
56.0311ˈ124.2521 155.9033ˈ129.2576 100 100.00 0 
80.9909ˈ225.653 90.9904ˈ25.8944 200 200.008 -0.008
the
second
group
105.968ˈ126.7489 105.4668ˈ136.7443 10 10.008 -0.008 
105.968ˈ126.7489 155.8945ˈ129.2473 50 49.989 0.011 
56.0295ˈ124.2499 155.8945ˈ129.2473 100 99.99 0.01 
80.9961ˈ225.6244 90.9873ˈ25.8861 200 200.012 0.012
the third 
group
105.9793ˈ126.7503 105.4783ˈ136.7552 10 10.017 -0.017 
105.9793ˈ126.7503 155.9032ˈ129.2652 50 49.987 0.013 
56.0461ˈ124.2655 155.9032ˈ129.2652 100 99.98 0.02 
80.938ˈ225.6368 90.9948ˈ25.8857 200 200.004 -0.004 
Because of the uneven illumination and the accuracy error of image processing, the actual 
measurement accuracy is different with the simulation results, but still reaches to about 0.01mm. It 
indicates that this method has a high accuracy and repeatability. 
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5. Conclusion 
This camera calibration method based on local linearization uses a regression matrix to describe the 
linear imaging model without considering and calculating CCD camera's internal and external parameters. 
It solves the problem of excessive parameters in conventional calibration methods effectively, and avoids 
the consumption of computing time caused by the multiplication and division of the parameter matrix. At 
the same time, images obtained by CCD camera are divided into several units, and the world coordinates 
of target points are calculated according to the regression matrix of the imaging unit where the points are. 
By breaking down the image error to each imaging unit corresponding with the target, the measurement 
accuracy is improved. Theoretical simulation and experimental results indicate that this method has the 
characteristics of easy operation, simple calculation and powerful practicability. The camera calibration 
method based on local linearization has a wide range of application in visual inspection, self-guided 
robotics and industrial process control 
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